
Minutes for Committee Members Meeting
Date: April 29, 2014
Time: 2:00 PM CDT
Means: Conference Call

Attendees: Ahmet Erdemir
Lealem Mulugeta
Bill Lytton
Lu Tian
Tina Morrison
Jerry Myers

Not Available: Gary An
Joy Ku

Agenda:
1.  Membership update - 5 min.
2.  Survey - 5 min. 
3.  Glossary - 5 min. 
4.  Publication - 5 min. 
5.  V&V conference - 5 min. 
6.  Other business - 5 min. 

New and Continuing Action Items:
Data analysis group:

o Need to start working on a data analysis plan for the survey
Lealem:

o Add all publicly available NASA-STD-7009 related documents and presentation 
available in Zotero database, and share with the Committee members

o Engage SSH community to help us define some glossary terms.
o Finish ASME V&V Symposium presentation

Ahmet and Joy:
o IRB exemption application

crowd sourcing

Notes:
 Membership update 

o The Co-chairs briefed the everyone on the unbiased process that was used by requesting the 
Advisory Council's neutral feedback on the most appropriate course of action regarding Dr. 
Barhak's suitability as a member of the Committee. As noted in the  November 13, 2013 
Advisory Council meeting minutes, delicate matters that require unbiased intervention is one 
of the key responsibilities of the Advisory Council's responsibilities.

 Survey



o Lu has looked at the survey and confirmed that the design is well designed and there does not
seem to be any gaps from the statistical perspective. From here, Ahmet is ready to submit to 
the Cleveland Clinic's IRB for an exemption.

 Glossary
o Ahmet and Lealem still need to engage the Advisory Council members to see if we can have 

them sufficiently involved.
o Bill made the point that this is trivial task which perhaps we should not bother the AC with. It

may be better to have a graduate students do the work. It may also be best to have a few 
people dedicated to the task rather than having a sporadic participation by many people.

o Lealem will engage the SSH community to help us define the different term
o Tina recommended using crowd sourcing through Fiver. However, the challenge with crowd 

sourcing is that you don't really know what the technical expertise of the contributors are. So 
there is no guarantee for high value contribution for a pretty specialized area of work.

 Publication
o Ahmet and Lealem still need to create the outline and distribute to the rest of the committee 

in the coming weeks.

 V&V Conference
o Lealem is half done the presentation, and will plan to get it out by later today. He asked 

everyone to provide feedback by COB of Thursday May 1. Once that is done, it just needs to 
go through NASA export control and we should be good to go. Jerry and Lealem are 
coordinating to take care of this relatively quickly.

o Given that Dr. Barhak is no longer with the Committee he will not be able to participate in 
the presentation preparation. However, given he was a co-author of the abstract, we will 
acknowledge is contribution in the presentation appropriately.

 Other business
o Ahmet followed through with his action item to ask John Rice about the meeting in 

Annapolis, but John did not respond. Perhaps this event/opportunity has already passed and 
we may not need to worry about it.


